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Innovate.
Elevate.

Our passion is to create identity solutions.  We 
make nameplates and trim that add value to your 
product's image.

Schedule a visit to our Design Center and experience 
our passion for yourself.  Let us help you make your 
vision a reality.

Attention to detail brings peace of mind, allowing you to 
focus on your product launch.  Use our experience and 
capabilities to decorate and form aluminum and plastic.  
Find your identity solution that differentiates your 
product in the marketplace.

Innovation through a blend of new and traditional 
technologies results in elevation of your brand.

Northern Engraving Nameplates and Trim

 - debossed graphicsTactile



Individual letters - precisely aligned

Possibilities - go beyond the obvious

Precise - registration

Textured - precision

Emboss - multi-level

Chemical resistant - coating protection

Formed - edge



Integrated - polycarbonate and aluminum dial

Custom color - development

Brand protection - overt and covert

Aluminum in-mold - durability and dent resistance

Formed diamond cut - distinction

Norlens - depth

Functional - backlit aluminum
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Patina finish - a unique look

Collaborate from start to finish

Regardless of where you are in your product 
development, we provide solutions quickly and 
efficiently.  The end result differentiates your 
product in the marketplace.

Select from a library of thousands of finishes 
and decorating options.  Our designers and 
engineers work with you to determine the best 
processes for your specific application. 

The advantage is your project is reviewed by 
all key areas to ensure efficient production.  
From design to engineering to manufacturing, 
opportunity exists for communication, 
collaboration, innovation and ingenuity.  

Watch your vision become reality.

Mixed material - premium look

Tooling - attention to detail

Snap-fit - attachment solution Formed lens - jewel-like

Testing - in-house facility



Extreme form - benchmark trim piece

Flexlens - elegance

Design - collaboration

Stainless steel - aluminum finish

Diversity - large or smallAssembly - options

Premium trim - integrates into product design608.269.6911     www.norcorp.com     info@norcorp.com



Differentiate your brand

Your brand coupled with our expertise conveys 
a message that demands a second look.

You know your message.  We know how to 
take that to the next level.  It is our passion 
to create your identity solution.  We're ready.  
Are you?

Dimensional - emboss

Crisp graphics - premium message

Quality - from start to finish

Engineering - expertise

More than nameplates  

The possibilities are endless with aluminum 
as a substrate.  Layering of processes 
brings unique depth and dimension.  
Aluminum's embossing and forming 
capabilities allow you to go beyond a 
nameplate.  Create a trim piece integrated 
into your product design.

As far as you are able to dream, we give life 
to that dream.  Go beyond the obvious.  
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100 years of nameplate and trim experience


